hltroduetion Dissociated cells of vertebrate embryo parts, when cultm'ed in vitro, can reaggregate and reconstruct their histotypical structures (ItoLT~t~ETE~, I943; MOSCONA, 1952) . The same holds for various embryonic tissues of several invertebrates (see CvR~IS, 1962) . In Drosophila dissociated cells of 6--16 hours old embryos regroup and reconstruct characteristic histological associations (LEssEPS, 1965) .
The imaginal discs of Drosophila larvae are useful tools to study development and genetics of morphological patterns. ]~eaggregates of genetically marked disc cells, in homonomic combinations, differentiate normal cnticular patterns in chimera during metamorphosis (HADORN etal., 1959; NbTmG~, 1964; GA~ClA-BELLIDO, 1966a) . Heteronomie combinations of whole disc cells or different parts of the same disc, however, lead to a sorting out of the components (NOTmG~n, 1964; GA~c~-BELLIDO, 1966b and c) , indicating that the reconstruction of patterns h~ homonomic combinates is based upon specific reaggregations of already determined cells. This is however an indirect eonclussion, since no cell movements have been shown taking place before the final organization appears after metamorphosis. The possibility of a reorganization of the cells once they become differentiated during the metamorphosis is not yet excluded.
The present work deals with the histotypic reaggregation of imaginal disc cells maintained in culture before metamorphosis.
Material and Method
Donor larvae and hosts are Oregon-l% wild type individuals. Dissociation of imaginal disc cells was carried out in a 0.05% trypsin (SIGMA, 2 • erysta]ized) solution in phosphate buitered (pH 7.0) Drosophila l~inger. The dissociation is achieved by means of a microhumogenizer which disperses the imaginM disc cells in a siliconized centrifuge tube. After trypsin digestion the im~ginal disc cells are round and pristine, and only a low percentage show disrupted cell membranes with the cytoplasm extruding. The eosin test of H~:s and * Work supported by a grant of the "Juan March" Foundation. ** Present address: Division of Biology, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, WALLACE (1958) gives a maximum mortality of 2 % (Fig. 3) . The obtained suspension is subsequently centrifuged for one minute at 6,000 g and the recovered clot of cells arc washed in Ringer and implanted into the abdomen of female adult flies. Trypsin treated cells aggregate in the centrifuge into compact and easily handled clots (Fig. 4) which do not disperse when transferred into the adult haemolymph.
In adult milieu imaginal disc fragments can grow and regenerate, but they remain in a larval state and show no sign of cuticular differentiations (HAI)OI~N and GAI~ClA-B]~LLIDO, 1964). Thehost flies are maintained in a 10% sugar solution in distilled water ("sugar flies"). In this nutritive medium the flies can live more than 15 days, but no proliferative growth of the implants takes place (GARCIA-B~LLIOO, 1964) . After two or ten days the implants were recovered from the abdomen of the hosts, sectioned and stained with haematoxylin-eosin for histological examination. Some implants were transferred into the abdomen of larval hosts where they underwent metamorphosis and differentiated the adult cuticular structures.
Results
The dissociation of a wing imaginal disc yields thousands of round, small cells (5--10 ~ in diameter) of clear cytoplasm. Among these small ceils, with low frequency (up to 5%), large cells (10 20 ~ in diameter) with a granulated cytoplasm and large nucleolus also appear (Fig. 3) . The isolated cells of foreleg imaginal discs yield large and small cells (I/200) of the same appearance as in the wing disc. No attempt was made to locate the large cells in the intact disc, but a similar large cell type was observed in histological sections in the longitudinal axis of the wing disc (SEIrPEL, pers. commun.) and both cell types were also found in embryo dissociates of Drosophila (I= [ORIKAWA and Fox, 1964) .
Bonin fixed sections of the centrifuge clots show lightly packed, round and normal cells (Fig. 5) . The stay of the implant in adult milieu allow the randomly distributed cells to arrange in histologically recognizable patterns. After two days stay in "sugar fly" hosts the recovered implants show a folded configuration of similar appearence to primitive imaginal discs (Figs. 6 and 7) . The histological picture reflects this external appearence. The cells in the implants are now regrouped into layers of many cells forming convolved folds and vesicles (Figs. 8 and 9 ). The cells are tightly packed with their nuclei in regular positions and with no detectable intercellular spaces, a picture characteristic of sections of the entire disc (Figs. 1 and 2 ). After ten days culture the histological patterns are better reconstructed and more distinct. This configuration is identical in implants cultured in sugar fly hosts --where all regenerative or restitutive growth is blocked --and in standard food fly hosts. These results show that the cell arrangement into layers in aggregates cultured in adnlt milieu is a consequence of migration and regrouping of the preexisting cells.
Wing and leg cells reconstruct histologically different patterns. The external appearance of the recovered b]astems is already indicative for these differences (Figs. 6 and 7) . Wing disc cells reorganize in extensive and continuous layers of many cells (Fig. 8) , while leg disc cells do it normally in isolated vesicles of a single layer of cells (Fig. 9) . These structures (Fig. 11) .
Discussion
Imaginal discs are ontogenically epidermal derivates of the embryonic ectoderm (1)ovLso~, 1950). Cell aggregates of wing and leg imaginal discs show discs specific morphogenetic movements leading to different histological patterns. These patterns are in turn a prediction of the final cuticalar formations which appear following metamorphosis. This tissue specific reaggregation also suggest that wing and leg imaginal disc cells, without undergoing metamorphosis, already posses differential qualities.
These cell qualities seem to be even more specific. In experiments on dissociated imaginal discs (I-IADOI~N et al., 1959; NS~HI~, 1964) it was shown that genetically marked cells can reconstruct the adult patterns in chimera. I have shown in a previous paper (GA~clA-BELLIDO, 1966a) that this pattern reconstruction is based upon two properties of the isolated cells: 1. they are determined to differentiate their cell specific structures, and 2. they can move about and choose their definite position in the pattern. The reorganization of the aggregated cells into layers and vesicles indicates that such pattern reconstruction is already achieved preceding metamorphosis. Imaginat disc cells, cultured in vivo, can change their determination and differentiate structures corresponding to other imaginal discs. This phenomenon, termed transdetermination, is assumed to consist of a shift in the gene set responsible for cell determination (HA])o~zr 1965, 1966) . When wing determined cells change into leg cells, by a transdetermination event, the newly determined cells show correspondingly new selective affinities (GAnclA-BELLI])O, ]966b and c). There are other indications that the active genomc manifests itself in the reaggregative properties of the combined cells. Reaggregation of embryonic retina chick cells is a m-RIqA dependent mechanism (Mosco~A and 1VIosco~A, 1963) . The highly specific affinities of imaginal disc cells responsible for pattern reconstruction represents a further argument for the assumption of a gene mediated specificity rather than non-specific adhesive forces (S~EI~E~G, 1964) . If the reaggregative properties of imaginal disc cells are due to gene activity, the selective affinity of the cells in pattern reconstruction would represent one of the first detectable signs of cell differentiation, even before the entry of these cells into metamorphosis.
Summary
Cell dissociates of wing and leg imaginal discs perform, cultured in vivo, disc specific morphogenetic movements leading to their' aggregation into layers and vesicles. These histological patterns correspond directly ~dth the final cnticular patterns which appear after metamorphosis of the same implants.
The reaggregation into layers is achieved before the entry of the blastems into metamorphosis, and reflects the existence of traits of differentiation in the isolated imaginal disc cells.
The bearing of selective affinity and reaggregation on cell differentiation of imaginal discs cells is discussed.
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